1 Introduction
==============

A large number of biological sequences have rapidly accumulated due to advances in sequencing technology. A multiple sequence alignment (MSA) consisting of thousands of sequences is frequently needed (e.g. [@btw412-B13]), but the calculation of such large MSAs is a challenging problem. MAFFT is one of the most popular MSA programs and has several options for this scale data input. However, it is unclear which option should be used in such situations. To answer this question, solid benchmarks based on empirical data are critical. Recently, a new benchmark based on real protein data, ContTest, was proposed by [@btw412-B9]. A remarkable advantage of ContTest is that it is directly linked to a specific downstream analysis, contact prediction. Meanwhile, conventional benchmark datasets, such as BAliBASE ([@btw412-B28]) and HomFam ([@btw412-B25]), are useful in assessing general accuracy of MSA methods based on structurally conserved residues. Using these two types of benchmarks, we assessed the performance of several different options, including newly enabled ones, of MAFFT for a large MSA consisting of several to tens of thousands of sequences. Such tests also provide developers of related tools with general information about which techniques are useful for improving the quality of large MSAs.

In particular, we closely examined a surprising and controversial finding ([@btw412-B3]; [@btw412-B9]; [@btw412-B27]) on the effect of guide trees in MSA calculation; do random chained guide trees perform better than conventional guide trees? This issue was first raised by [@btw412-B3], reporting that chained guide trees give better MSAs than the default ones, especially in MAFFT ([@btw412-B16]) and MUSCLE ([@btw412-B5], [@btw412-B6]). [@btw412-B27] reported opposite observations that chained guide trees give poorer MSAs, using simulation and phylogeny-based evaluations. [@btw412-B26] systematically examined the effects of chained guide trees and balanced ones for small MSAs. [@btw412-B9] presented additional evidence to support the advantage of chained guide trees using the ContTest dataset and confirmed the utility of chained guide trees for large MSAs of structurally conserved regions. It is known that the accuracy of MSA can depend on the evaluation criteria or the purpose of downstream analyses, as mentioned in [@btw412-B27] and [@btw412-B9]. Therefore, it is important for our reexamination to use the evaluation criteria based on structural conservation, as in [@btw412-B3] and [@btw412-B9].

2 Materials and methods
=======================

2.1 Algorithms
--------------

We compared several different methods implemented in MAFFT for large MSAs. A progressive method ([@btw412-B7]; [@btw412-B11]; [@btw412-B12]) with approximate guide trees. The default option of MAFFT, FFT-NS-2, uses a variant of this approach. An approximate guide tree is first built based on the number of shared 6mers, on which the initial alignment is progressively built. Then, the second guide tree is computed on the first alignment. The final MSA is progressively built on the second guide tree.A progressive method with random chained guide trees. This strategy was recently re-proposed by [@btw412-B3].A combination of an iterative refinement method and a progressive method. It is known that the iterative refinement technique ([@btw412-B1]; [@btw412-B2]; [@btw412-B10]) improves the accuracy of an MSA in comparison with the progressive method. However, it is difficult to directly apply the iterative refinement method to large alignment problems. We partially use the iterative refinement technique in this progressive alignment calculation. That is, a relatively accurate core alignment is first built with an iterative refinement option, G-INS-i, and then the remaining sequences are added into the core alignment as discussed in [@btw412-B14].A progressive method with a relatively rigorous guide tree, G-INS-1 (Note that G-INS-1 differs from G-INS-i; the former is a progressive method, and the latter iteratively refines the G-INS-1 alignment). All-to-all pairwise DP calculation is performed to build a guide tree, which is generally more accurate than that in method 1. This method requires unpractical computational resource when applied to large alignment problems consisting of tens of thousands of sequences. The aim of this test is to clarify the effects of the approximations in the practical methods (1--3).For methods 1 and 2, two types of position-specific gap costs were tested: (*i*) An obsolete one ([@btw412-B16]) that was used in versions \<7.1 of MAFFT. (*ii*) The current default ([@btw412-B15]) that is used in versions $\geq$7.1 since 2013. For methods 3 and 4, only the current default (*ii*) was used.

The comparison between methods 1 and 2 was already reported in [@btw412-B3] and [@btw412-B9], which consistently concluded that random chained guide trees (method 2) outperformed normal guide trees (method 1) for large alignments using various programs including MAFFT. The authors used MAFFT version 7.029, but the accuracy for large MSAs has been improved after this version. Using a newer version (7.294), we reexamined the difference between normal guide trees and random chains, using two different benchmark criteria. For reference, other methods designed for large data, Clustal Omega version 1.2.1 ([@btw412-B25]) and UPP version 2.0 ([@btw412-B20]) with several different options were included into the comparison.

The programs ran on Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2680 v2 @ 2.80 GHz with 64 GB RAM using a single thread, except for G-INS-1 (method 4), for which heterogeneous computing nodes were used to finish the calculation in a practical amount of time.

2.2 Data
--------

We used three real protein-based datasets, HomFam ([@btw412-B25]), OXBench ([@btw412-B24]) and ContTest ([@btw412-B9]), to assess how accurately structurally conserved regions are aligned. Each problem contains a single domain only, which is the most basic type of MSA. In HomFam, we identified reliably aligned regions based on the HOMSTRAD data ([@btw412-B19]) with structural information and used only these regions for assessment. We also filtered out some entries with repetitive sequences that have multiple solutions (see [Supplementary data](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/bioinformatics/btw412/-/DC1) for details of these modifications). To avoid HOMSTRAD-specific evaluations, we prepared another dataset based on OXBench, by applying the same procedure as HomFam to extend the number of sequences in each entry. The extended version of OXBench is called OXFam hereafter. Each dataset was divided into three subsets, Small ($0 < N \leq 3000$), Medium ($3000 < N \leq 10\mspace{9mu} 000$) and Large ($10\mspace{9mu} 000 < N$), where *N* is the number of sequences in an MSA, following [@btw412-B25]. For HomFam and OXFam, we used the SP and TC criteria to evaluate the accuracy of an estimated MSA, assuming that the reference is correct. SP is the number of correctly aligned pairs in the estimated MSA divided by the number of aligned pairs in the reference, and TC is the number of correctly aligned columns in the estimated MSA divided by the number of aligned columns in the reference. The SP and TC scores were calculated using the FastSP program ([@btw412-B17]). The HomFam and OXFam datasets we used here are available at <https://mafft.sb.ecei.tohoku.ac.jp/>.

3 Results and discussion
========================

The results are shown in [Tables 1](#btw412-T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#btw412-T2){ref-type="table"}. Table 1.Performance of various options of MAFFT and other methods on HomFam and OXFamHomFamOXFamSmallMediumLargeAllSmallMediumLargeAllNumber of sequences in an entry\<30003000--10 000\>10 000\<30003000--10 000\>10 000Number of entries383219**89**745932**165**Mean SP score    MAFFT---Normaltree^a^0.90740.89570.7795**0.8759**0.93000.88530.8207**0.8928**    MAFFT---Randomchain^b^0.86990.86710.7106**0.8349**0.90100.85710.7674**0.8594**    MAFFT---Iterative (*p*=100)^c^0.91050.90040.7945**0.8821**0.94380.90580.8364**0.9094**    MAFFT---Iterative (*p*=500)^d^0.92670.91670.8045**0.8970**0.94410.92280.8391**0.9161**    MAFFT---Iterative (*p*=1000)^e^0.94050.92280.8159**0.9075**0.95330.92570.8427**0.9220**    Clustal Omega^f^0.91480.86930.6871**0.8498**0.92570.87350.7409**0.8712**    Clustal Omega--Full^g^0.90880.88060.6692**0.8475**0.92440.85950.7440**0.8662**    Clustal Omega---Randomchain^h^0.87980.8309----0.89050.8477----    UPP---Fast^i^0.86160.84070.7700**0.8345**0.93270.89400.7878**0.8908**    UPP---Default^j^0.86780.87080.7956**0.8535**0.94150.90680.8211**0.9057**    MAFFT--- G-INS-1^k^0.93580.95200.8844**0.9306**0.95720.94850.8749**0.9381**Mean TC score    MAFFT---Normaltree^a^0.78060.72980.5646**0.7162**0.90160.82530.7404**0.8430**    MAFFT---Randomchain^b^0.73150.69670.4932**0.6681**0.86220.79890.6827**0.8048**    MAFFT---Iterative (*p*=100)^c^0.79390.72750.5943**0.7274**0.91430.85460.7613**0.8633**    MAFFT---Iterative (*p*=500)^d^0.83150.75730.6148**0.7586**0.91550.88070.7645**0.8738**    MAFFT---Iterative (*p*=1000)^e^0.86280.77460.6283**0.7810**0.93190.88970.7707**0.8855**    Clustal Omega^f^0.80570.71520.4449**0.6961**0.88420.81180.6408**0.8111**    Clustal Omega--Full^g^0.80860.73650.4386**0.7037**0.88860.78390.6688**0.8085**    Clustal Omega--Randomchain^h^0.75800.6918----0.84520.7888----    UPP---Fast^i^0.74660.70870.5853**0.6985**0.90280.85350.7196**0.8496**    UPP---Default^j^0.74920.75700.6330**0.7272**0.91380.86760.7601**0.8675**    MAFFT---G-INS-1^k^0.85490.84800.7441**0.8288**0.93580.91470.8212**0.9060**Total CPU time (min)    MAFFT---Normaltree^a^2.936420**460**5.581470**560**    MAFFT---Randomchain^b^2.01571**88**3.43096**130**    MAFFT---Iterative (*p*=100)^c^7.461580**650**11130660**800**    MAFFT---Iterative (*p*=500)^e^160390790**1300**1906401000**1900**    MAFFT---Iterative (*p*=1000)^d^81021001500**4400**110035002800**7500**    Clustal Omega^f^21160300**480**27220590**840**    Clustal Omega---Full^g^445705400**6000**8213001700**8400**    Clustal Omega---Randomchain^h^13018 000----1704600----    UPP---Fast^i^53190260**500**92380540**1000**    UPP---Default^j^36016002400**4400**66033004900**8900**    MAFFT---G-INS-1^k^(370)(5200)(44 000)(**49 000**)(760)(13 000)(71 000)**(86 000)**[^2] Table 2.Performance of various options of MAFFT and other methods on ContTestSmallMediumLargeAllNumber of sequences in an entry\<30003000--10 000\>10 000Number of entries157051**136**Mean ContTest score    MAFFT---Normaltree^a^0.40810.48740.5439**0.4998**    MAFFT---Randomchain^b^0.44060.52270.5997**0.5425**    MAFFT---Iterative (*p*=100)^c^0.37470.50050.5771**0.5153**    MAFFT---Iterative (*p*=500)^d^0.38830.51800.6046**0.5361**    MAFFT---Iterative (*p*=1000)^e^0.38080.52370.6198**0.5440**    Clustal Omega^f^0.30390.42910.4262**0.4142**    Clustal Omega---Full^g^0.30800.45850.4640**0.4440**    Clustal Omega---Randomchain^h^0.43280.53240.5703**0.5357**    UPP---Fast^i^0.35150.51390.5744**0.5187**    UPP---Default^j^0.35550.52540.5936**0.5323**    MAFFT---G-INS-1^k^0.38530.54450.6582**0.5696**Total CPU time (min)    MAFFT---Normaltree^a^1.254440**500**    MAFFT---Randomchain^b^0.561688**100**    MAFFT---Iterative (*p*=100)^c^2.277650**730**    MAFFT---Iterative (*p*=500)^d^30250930**1200**    MAFFT---Iterative (*p*=1000)^e^16011002100**3400**    Clustal Omega^f^5.0130460**600**    Clustal Omega---Full^g^168305600**6400**    Clustal Omega---Randomchain^h^286400110 000**120 000**    UPP---Fast^i^17230500**750**    UPP---Default^j^13020004600**6700**    MAFFT---G-INS-1^k^(110)(7100)(48 000)**(55 000)**[^3]

3.1 Effect of chained guide trees
---------------------------------

The effect of random chained guide trees was clearly negative in the HomFam and OXFam tests. A decrease of 1--7% in benchmark scores due to the use of random chained guide trees was observed in all subsets of both datasets, as shown at the first two lines ("Normaltree" and "Randomchain") in the TC and SP blocks in [Table 1](#btw412-T1){ref-type="table"}. For their overall difference, the *P*-values were estimated to be 0.016 for HomFam-TC and \<0.01 for HomFam-SP, OXFam-SP and OXFam-TC by the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Because this result is sharply inconsistent with the previous report ([@btw412-B3]), we carefully inspected the cause of the difference. When MAFFT version 7.029 was used, as in their report, an improvement upon use of random chained guide trees was indeed observed. A major difference between these two versions is in the position-specific gap cost as noted below (Section 3.2). By using the old position-specific gap cost, still available as `- -leavegappyregion` in the current version, the tendency they reported (random chained guide trees perform well for the Large subset) was clearly reproduced as shown in [Supplementary Table S1](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/bioinformatics/btw412/-/DC1). MUSCLE also uses a position-specific gap cost ([@btw412-B5]) similar to old versions of MAFFT. This might explain the fact that the advantage of random chained guide trees was especially observed in these two programs but the tendency was unclear in Clustal Omega (Fig. 5 in [@btw412-B3]; the "Clustal Omega---Randomchain" lines in [Table 1](#btw412-T1){ref-type="table"}).

On the other hand, in ContTest, the improvement by the use of random chained guide tree was observed in both the current version (0.4998 → 0.5425 in the overall average; [Table 2](#btw412-T2){ref-type="table"}) and the old version (0.3967 → 0.5121; [Supplementary Table S2](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/bioinformatics/btw412/-/DC1)), as well as Clustal Omega (0.4142 → 0.5357; [Table 2](#btw412-T2){ref-type="table"}). The *P*-values for the difference of these pairs were estimated to be \<0.01. Thus, we confirmed [@btw412-B9] observation that there are cases where chained guide trees are useful. To satisfy this need, we have implemented the `––pileup` option and the `––randomchain` option in MAFFT. The former aligns the sequences according to the input order, and the latter does in a randomized order.

In addition, we have enabled the `- -mixedlinkage` *s* option, to control the degree of balance of a guide tree using a parameter *s*. MAFFT's guide tree is a mixture of an average linkage tree and a minimum linkage tree; when merging clusters *L* and *R* into a new cluster *P*, the distance *d~PC~* from *P* to a third cluster *C* is: $$d_{PC} = s\mspace{9mu}(d_{LC} + d_{RC})/2 + (1 - s)\text{ min}(d_{LC},d_{RC}).$$

An average linkage tree tends to be a balanced tree, while a minimum linkage tree tends to be an imbalanced tree. Thus, by changing the parameter *s*, an intermediate tree between a balanced tree and an imbalanced tree can be generated. This tree was also adopted by MUSCLE. The default *s* value has been unchanged from 0.1 since the initial release of MAFFT and MUSCLE. This means that these programs use a moderately imbalanced guide tree by default. When the most imbalanced option (`- -mixedlinkage 0`) was applied, the result for ContTest was intermediate between the default guide tree and a random chain ([Supplementary Table S3](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/bioinformatics/btw412/-/DC1)), as expected. For HomFam and OXFam, the difference between *s* * *= 1 and *s *=* *0 was small ([Supplementary Table S4](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/bioinformatics/btw412/-/DC1)). Using this option, one can select balanced or imbalanced guide trees if necessary.

3.2 Effect of position-specific gap costs
-----------------------------------------

The advantage of the current gap cost over the previous one was observed with a significance level of 0.01 in HomFam, OXFam and ContTest ([Supplementary Tables S5 and S6](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/bioinformatics/btw412/-/DC1)). The previous position-specific gap cost, $G(,)$, used in MAFFT versions $< 7.1$ was: $$G(i,x) = S^{\text{op}}\left\{ (1 - g^{\text{start}}(x)) + (1 - g^{\text{end}}(i)) \right\}\mspace{9mu}/\mspace{9mu} 2,$$ where $S^{\text{op}}$ is a normal gap cost for sequence-sequence alignment, and $g^{\text{start}}(x)$ and $g^{\text{end}}(i)$ are the frequencies of gaps that start at position *x* and that end at position *i*, respectively ([@btw412-B16]). This was used as default till October 2013. The effect of gap cost depends on match scores for site pairs across two sequences. The match score of a site pair usually decreases with the increase of the gaps that exist in the sites. Relatively to match scores, the gap cost of [Equation (2)](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"} effectively increases with the increase of gaps in the site pair. Accordingly, in already gap-rich regions, additional gaps are suppressed. This feature is useful when gap-rich regions are out of interest and discarded manually or by a filtering program. Moreover, the resulting MSAs are compact and easy to check visually. Thus, this calculation is still selectable with the `––leavegappyregion` option.

With the increase of sequences included in an MSA, gaps are sometimes inserted even in conserved regions because of sequencing errors or actually exceptional sequences. These gaps make the gap cost of [Equation (2)](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"} unnecessarily stronger. To avoid this problem, in versions $\geq$7.1, the gap cost is reduced according to the existence of gaps in a position as described in [Supplementary data](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/bioinformatics/btw412/-/DC1) in [@btw412-B15]. $$G(i,x) = S^{\text{op}}\left\{ (1 - g^{\text{start}}(x))\mspace{9mu} f(x) + (1 - g^{\text{end}}(i))\mspace{9mu} f(i) \right\}/2,$$ where *f*(*x*) is the frequency of non-gap characters at position *x*. The resulting alignments naturally have more gaps and are longer than those with [Equation (2)](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The difference in the accuracy between [Equations (2)](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(3](#E3){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is indistinguishable in small-scale benchmarks, but was clearly observed in large-scale benchmarks ([Supplementary Tables S5 and S6](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/bioinformatics/btw412/-/DC1)).

3.3 Partial application of iterative refinement
-----------------------------------------------

The improvement in the benchmark scores by introduction of iterative refinement (method 3) is shown in the "MAFFT---Iterative" lines in [Tables 1](#btw412-T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#btw412-T2){ref-type="table"}. Unlike the case of random chained guide trees, the improvement was stably and consistently observed for both types of benchmarks. The calculation procedure is: (*i*) The input sequences are sorted by length. From the upper *n*% of the sorted sequences, *p* sequences are randomly selected as "core" sequences. The default values of *n* and *p* are 50 and 500, respectively. (*ii*) An MSA of the *p* core sequences is constructed by an iterative refinement option, G-INS-i. (*iii*) The remaining sequences are added to the core MSA using the `––add` option, which employs the progressive alignment method. This process runs automatically with the `mafft-sparsecore.rb` script that is available in MAFFT version 7.294.

This strategy is similar to the construction process of large MSAs previously provided in Pfam. This is also similar to UPP ([@btw412-B20]) in applying an accurate method to randomly-selected sequences. UPP uses PASTA ([@btw412-B18]), which is a combination of L-INS-i option of MAFFT, OPAL ([@btw412-B29]) and FastTree ([@btw412-B23]), to align core sequences, and then uses HMMalign ([@btw412-B8]) to add the remaining sequences to the core alignment. Two settings, "Default" (1000 core sequences) and "Fast" (100 core sequences), of UPP were tried. In both UPP and partially iterative options of MAFFT, the accuracy score increased with the number of core sequences. This results in a tradeoff between computational time and the accuracy, because the methods for core alignment are relatively slow. At present, such two-step strategies are practical ones for constructing large MSAs with limited computational resources.

We tested whether this method improves the alignment accuracy of the sequences other than core sequences. For this test, we created an artificial situation where reference sequences are excluded from the core MSA, i.e. the reference sequences (used for assessing the accuracy) are not directly aligned by the iterative refinement method. Even in this situation, the accuracy improvement over the normal progressive method was observed (compare the "Normaltree" and "Iterative" lines in [Supplementary Tables S7 and S8](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/bioinformatics/btw412/-/DC1)). In addition, we tested the effect of the heterogeneity in sequence length by modifying the three datasets so that each MSA has sequences with similar lengths ([Supplementary Table S9](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/bioinformatics/btw412/-/DC1); see the footnote of this table about the filtering process). The same tendencies were observed as in the original data; "Iterative" outperformed "Normaltree" in the all datasets; "Iterative" also outperformed "Randomchain" in HomFam and OXFam but was comparable to "Randomchain" in ContTest.

The motivation of the length-based restriction, using parameter *n*, is to exclude fragmentary sequences from the core MSA. There is another requirement that the core sequences should represent the entire data without bias. Because such conditions should differ for different cases, we made parameter *n* adjustable, setting the default value to 50%. We tried various *n* and *p* values and expectedly observed a weak tendency that the accuracy was relatively high when *n* was a moderate value (from 30 to 70), for HomFam and OXFam ([Supplementary Tables S10 and S11](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/bioinformatics/btw412/-/DC1)).

In general, an MSA is just one possible solution sampled from a huge number of equally probable ones. Alternative solutions are sometimes useful for assessing site-wise or overall reliability of an MSA, in systematic methods (e.g. [@btw412-B4]; [@btw412-B22]) or by manual inspection. MSAs computed with random sampling can be used as a source of alternative solutions. For this purpose, the `mafft-sparsecore.rb` script has an option, `-s` *seed*, to specify the *seed* of random numbers.

3.4 Application of computationally intensive method
---------------------------------------------------

We applied another progressive option, G-INS-1 (method 4), which uses as little approximation as possible, to the same datasets. G-INS-1 uses all-pairwise DP-based alignments to build a normal guide tree and to calculate a COFFEE-like consistency score ([@btw412-B21]). Requiring a long computational time and huge RAM space, this method is not practical for more than 10 000 sequences, but a clear advantage in accuracy was observed in HomFam and OXFam; the improvement from "Normaltree" to "G-INS-1" in [Table 1](#btw412-T1){ref-type="table"} was +8--18% and +1--7% for the Large and Small subsets, respectively. The *P*-values for the overall improvement were estimated to be less than 0.01 by the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. In ContTest ([Table 2](#btw412-T2){ref-type="table"}), the advantage of "G-INS-1" over "Normaltree" was observed in the Large (+ 11%; $P < 0.01$) and Medium (+ 5%; $P < 0.01$) subsets, but not in the Small subset (−2%; $P = 0.48$). Their overall difference was about + 7% ($P < 0.01$). These observations on the two types of benchmarks suggest that the accuracy of practical methods for large MSAs has not yet reached a plateau.

The inclusion of phylogenetic information for building an MSA has been assumed to be useful over 30 years, and this assumption is a basis of the tree-based progressive alignment methods. The surprisingly good performance of chained guide trees ([@btw412-B9]), reproduced in [Table 2](#btw412-T2){ref-type="table"} in this report, might be over-interpreted to conclude that phylogenetic information is in fact useless or sometimes harmful for large MSAs, depending on the purpose of downstream analyses. In contrast, the present results suggest that rigorous guide trees and known techniques, such as iterative refinement and consistency scores, established for small datasets, are also useful for large MSAs. This study also encourages steady developments of computational and technical improvements for applying these techniques to large-scale data.

In many actual analyses using MSAs, individual sequences in an MSA are not equally important. That is, in downstream analysis or in the interpretation phase, some sequences are focused on but other sequences are just used for estimating the degree of conservation or used as a background. More specifically, in the case of contact prediction, the target sequence is regarded as a sequence to be focused on, while the other sequences are used only indirectly. If such a difference in the role among input sequences is taken into account as early as in the MSA calculation phase, it might improve the accuracy of downstream analyses. We are also preparing a new feature to satisfy such a necessity; sequences to be focused on can be specified in the `––focus` option, which runs in a combination with the G-INS-i or G-INS-1 option. The sequences specified by a keyword, "\>\_focus\_", in the title line are used for the consistency score calculation but the other sequences are not. Based on the same idea, the `mafft-sparsecore.rb` script has an optional feature, in which specific sequences (marked with "\>\_focus\_" in the title line) are always included in the core MSA. We are trying to evaluate their usefulness in actual cases.

The quality of MSA is greatly affected by characteristics of input data, e.g. similarity among input sequences, variation in length, truncated sequences of a single domain or full-length Eukaryotic protein sequences, etc. Thus, a careful preparation of input data is important, in addition to improvements of the calculation method for a given dataset. Systematic methods to prepare input sequences, automatically or interactively, would also be useful.

4 Conclusions
=============

For constructing large MSAs consisting of several to tens of thousands of sequences, the accuracy of the default option, FFT-NS-2, of MAFFT significantly improved in versions $\geq$7.1.To further improve the accuracy, a partial application of the iterative refinement technique is useful. This calculation is automated by the `mafft-sparsecore.rb` script, available in MAFFT version 7.294 and higher. For this method, there is a tradeoff between the accuracy and the computational time; the speed and accuracy depend on how many sequences were subjected to the iterative refinement calculation.The G-INS-1 option gives better results, but it requires unpractical computational resource. It suggests that there is still room for improvement in practical methods for building large MSAs.A new option, `––randomchain` uses a random chained guide tree, advocated by [@btw412-B3]. It is fast and sometimes performs well, but its accuracy is not superior to the other two techniques tested here, in the protein structure-based tests. We recommend this option only when phylogenetic consideration is surely unnecessary.
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[^2]: Commands are: a, `mafft` *input*; b, `mafft ––randomchain ––randomseed` *seed input*; c--e, `mafft-sparsecore.rb -s` *seed* `-p` *p* `-i` *input*; f, `clustalo -i` *input*; g, `clustalo ––full -i` *input*; h, `clustalo ––pileup -i` *input* (sequence order randomized); i, `run_upp.py` `-m amino -B 100 -s` *input*; j, `run_upp.py -m amino -s` *input*; k, `mafft ––globalpair ––thread 10` *input*; The order of input sequences was randomized in every sequence set. The results of "MAFFT --- Randomchain" (b) and "MAFFT --- Iterative" (c-e) were averaged for 100 and 10 replications, respectively, with different seeds of random numbers. The results of "UPP" (i, j) were averaged for 10 different runs. For "Clustal Omega --- Randomchain" (h), only the results for the Small and Medium subsets are shown, because the calculation of the Large subset did not finish while compiling this manuscript. The CPU time of "MAFFT --- G-INS-1" (k) is shown in parentheses as it ran on different computer systems from the others.

[^3]: a--k, The same commands were used as [Table 1](#btw412-T1){ref-type="table"}. The input sequence order was not changed from that in the original data, because it seems to be already randomized.
